Opened to traffic in 1989, the 325-ft-long approach spans and 393-ft-long river span of the Zilwaukee Bridge rise to 125 ft above the Saginaw River to accommodate marine shipping traffic. The bridge is a 1.5-mile-long twin concrete segmental structure comprised of 1592 precast concrete segments, each weighing an average of 160 tons. It was the largest precast concrete segmental project in the United States at the time.

The Zilwaukee Bridge was designed to the 1973-77 AASHTO Standard Specifications, with HS-25 live loading and AASHTO Zone 1 seismic loads. The single-cell segments of the superstructure box girder are approximately 73 ft wide at the top flange, 36 ft wide at the bottom flange, and vary in depth from 8 ft at midspan to 20 ft at the piers. Each structure contains eight, in-span, quarter-point hinges to accommodate expansion and rotation from thermal gradients.

Bearing Problems
Originally, the superstructure rested on high-capacity pot bearings at the piers and expansion joint locations. The pier bearings were mostly fixed with one of the two pier bearings allowing transverse movement. The elastomer pot bearings allowed for 0.04 radians of rotation and accommodated 12 in. of longitudinal and/or transverse movement via the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sliding surface.

Bearing problems were identified during the first detailed inspection in 1993. Neoprene elastomer was leaking from the sealing ring around the pot piston at the expansion hinge and pier bearing locations. This reduced the rotational capacity of the bearing. There were also indications of wearing in the PTFE sliding surfaces, which was jeopardizing thermal movements of the bridge. At some pier locations, the loss of elastomer resulted in contact between the top sole plate and the bottom masonry plate edge. In 2007, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) began discussions to replace the 104 pier bearings and 34 expansion joint bearings and upgrade the bearings to current AASHTO service criteria.

Bearing Replacement
The challenges associated with the bearing replacement were clear. Loads approaching 17 million pounds would
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have to be jacked from piers with heights up to 130 ft. Then, new, higher capacity bearings would have to be installed into the existing openings with little to no allowable modifications to the structure.

**Loads approaching 17 million pounds would have to be jacked from piers with heights up to 130 ft.**

The old expansion joint bearings rested on reinforced, cantilevered concrete corbels containing the anchorages for the post-tensioning. Therefore, any modifications to the concrete corbel to gain additional space was limited to the 2 in. of concrete cover above the reinforcing steel. The existing opening housing the expansion joint bearings provided approximately 4 in. of space from corbel to top plate. The top plates were salvaged because they were cast into the upper segment and were in sound condition. This lack of space also meant a higher-capacity and taller pot-style bearing would not be able to be used.

The pier bearings rested directly on top of each pier with a cast-in-place concrete plinth between the top of bearing and bottom of the superstructure. Plinth modifications were made to accommodate various bearing depths. Jacking stresses and load path redistribution were addressed by application of additional external post-tensioning forces via post-tensioning bars and walers to the elements affected. Some of the affected elements required an additional 2.5 million pounds of compression to prevent excess principal tensile stresses during jacking.

New Contracting Methods

Due to the uniqueness of the bearing replacement project and the associated challenges, MDOT opted to use a construction management/general contractor (CM/GC) contracting method. This method allowed for greater flexibility during construction.

**MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, OWNER**

**BEARING SUPPLIER:** RJ Watson Bridge and Structural Engineered Systems, Alden, N.Y.

**PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Pier/abutment bearing replacement, expansion joint bearing replacement, deck patching, barrier wall repairs, epoxy healer/sealer, and lighting upgrades

**STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS:** 104 pier bearings, 34 expansion bearings, 10 abutment bearings

**BRIDGE REPAIR COST:** $36 million
the final cost of the project totaling $36 million, and the contract moved into the second, or general contractor, phase.

**Checks**

Construction began in April 2013 with the closure of the southbound structure. MDOT required the contractor to demonstrate a complete pier and expansion bearing replacement prior to commencing production mode. This allowed MDOT inspectors and construction engineers to become comfortable with the entire replacement operation and work through any design/constructability issues before work began at multiple bearing locations.

The contractor submitted a detailed jacking procedure for MDOT approval. MDOT also created specialized jacking forms for inspection staff to use during all jacking operations. Any deviations from the procedures or forms resulted in an immediate stoppage of work and reevaluation of the procedure.

Ground penetrating radar was used at all proposed coring locations. Chipping was allowed to visually verify the tendon locations. Coring was conducted in the web walls for diaphragm strengthening and in the deck for strongback installation and platform erection.

Platforms weighing approximately 90 tons were designed and constructed by the contractor and hoisted into place at the top of the piers with hydraulic jacks and high tensile rods. Twelve 1 ¾-in.-diameter post-tensioning rods were installed transversely through the box at most of the pier diaphragm locations and stressed to 210 kips each to support the 12 ft by 25 in. load redistribution waler. The smaller diaphragm locations were allowed to visually verify the tendon consistency in the jacking displacements and 9 a.m., when the structure has the least thermal movement. This provided consistency in the jacking displacements and ensured no new stresses were being introduced into the bridge upon release of the jacks.

Due to the excessive movements associated with the thermal gradient, MDOT decided all jacking and lowering operations be conducted between 7 and 9 a.m., when the structure has the least thermal movement. This provided consistency in the jacking operations and ensured no new stresses were being introduced into the bridge upon release of the jacks.

The expansion joint bearings were replaced with the use of a strongback system. Overhead and underslung beams spanning the width of the box were supported by twelve 2½-in.-diameter post-tensioning rods stressed to 460 kips each. Four 400-ton hydraulic jacks were used to lift the supported span. The old bearings were then removed and the new disk bearings installed and grouted into place.

**Concluding Remarks**

The bearing replacement on the southbound structure was successfully completed ahead of schedule in November 2013. Much of the success can be attributed to the group of contractors, subcontractors, consultants, designers, and MDOT staff that continually found solutions when confronted with challenges, and who had a great sense of ownership and pride regarding the project. There was no template for a project like this and many of the procedures were drafted as needed. MDOT was able to gain valuable experience on a complex bridge, built by a previous generation.

Corey E. Rogers is the bridge construction engineer with the Michigan Department of Transportation in Lansing, Mich.